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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2018015426A1] The invention relates to a building system, in particular an apartment building or work building, comprising outer walls
which are constructed on a base (9) and the support structure of which is made of posts (12) between the base and the ceiling, said posts being
arranged substantially with a pitch spacing. The foot ends of the posts have protruding first pins (15) which engage into first pin holes of a sill plate
(11) which is arranged on the base at the edges, the pin holes being formed in the sill plate (11) with the same pitch spacing. The head ends of
the posts have second pins (16) which are inserted into a top plate (13) which is arranged on the ceiling at the edges and which has second pin
holes formed in the top plate (13) with the same pitch spacing. The head ends of the posts (12) have a shoulder (23) which is oriented towards the
building interior and on which an edge beam (18) is placed in order to receive ceiling beams (20) of the ceiling.
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